Silver sulfadiazine based cubosome hydrogels for topical treatment of burns: development and in vitro/in vivo characterization.
The present study is concerned with the development and characterization of a novel nanaoparticulate system; cubosomes, loaded with silver sulfadiazine (SSD), which is the metallic salt of a sulfonamide derivative, and is considered as the drug of choice for topical treatment of infected burns. Cubosome dispersions were formulated by an emulsification technique using different concentrations of a lipid phase monoolein and the nonionic surfactant, Poloxamer 407, with or without polyvinyl alcohol. The prepared cubosomal dispersions were characterized regarding physical morphology, dimensional distribution, particle size, and in vitro drug release. The optimum formulae were incorporated in a chitosan, carbopol 940 or chitosan/carbopol mixture based hydrogels, to form cubosomal hydrogels (cubogels). The cubogels were characterized regarding in vitro release of SSD, rheological properties, pH, and mucoadhesion. For the optimal cubogel formulae, an in vivo histopathological study was conducted on rats to predict the effectiveness of the newly prepared cubogels in comparison with the commercially available cream (Dermazin®). In vivo histopathological study results showed that prepared cubogels were successful in the treatment of deep second degree burn which may result in better patient compliance and excellent healing results with least side effects in comparison with the commercially available product.